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Abstract

The digital landscape of today’s world is vulnerable to the widespread
threat of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. These attacks
have the potential to seriously damage businesses’ finances and reputa-
tions by interfering with the availability of internet services. Traditional
methods of DDoS mitigation, such as rule-based approaches, struggle to
keep up with the evolving nature of attacks. In this paper, I have trained
and tested several supervised machine learning algorithms for the identi-
fication of DDoS attacks to determine the most effective one. I explore
the depths of DDoS, obtaining and adjusting a dataset-utilizing principal
component analysis (PCA) to reduce the number of features in the model
from 80 to 20 while preserving 90% variance in our dataset. By reducing
unnecessary features, PCA allowed us to have higher model accuracy and
training speed. Overall, the Random Forest model trained with PCA had
the best results, obtaining 99.9% accuracy, precision, and recall. The pro-
posed approach exhibits encouraging results, demonstrating its potential
to improve DDoS attack detection and thus reinforce network security.

1 Introduction

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks involve overloading a target sys-
tem with an excessive amount of traffic, preventing it from responding to valid
user requests. These types of attacks are executed from multiple computers or
machines, making them both harder to detect and put an end to. They ex-
ploit the fundamental need for the availability of online services and can lead
to severe operational, financial, and reputational consequences. Modern DDoS
attacks are sophisticated and large-scale, and conventional protection methods
like firewalls and intrusion detection systems often fall short in handling them.
The attackers are continuously changing their methods to bypass the defense
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mechanisms put in place to prevent DDoS attacks and researchers, in turn,
change their approach to prevent new attacks.

There are several reasons why DDoS attacks are difficult to defend against.
One reason is because of the scale and volume of the attack. These attacks
involve a large volume of traffic that exceeds the target’s capacity, making it
difficult to filter out attack traffic from real traffic. The scale of attacks can go
all the way up to hundreds of gigabits per second.

Another reason is that DDoS attacks are launched from a multitude of
sources, usually through the use of botnets. Botnets are networks of comput-
ers infected with malware and are under the control of an attacker, making it
difficult to identify and block the attacking sources effectively.

DDoS attacks often imitate normal user behavior, making it difficult to figure
out whether the traffic is legitimate or not. Thus, it becomes hard to filter out
malicious traffic without blocking real users. Lastly, DDoS attackers find and
exploit weaknesses in network protocols, infrastructures, or applications, further
amplifying the detrimental effects of their attacks.

Machine learning techniques have emerged as a potential solution to detect
and prevent DDoS attacks. This is due to their ability to adapt to evolving
attack patterns. I have attempted to use various supervised machine learning
algorithms to detect DDoS attacks in this paper. Using a dataset with benign
and DDoS attacks, I have trained and tested these models and then analyzed the
results to figure out which model is most effective in determining and identifying
DDoS attacks. The ultimate goal is to improve the detection of DDoS attacks
in real-world real-time systems, where intrusion detection systems can be proac-
tively utilized with the appropriate model for the detection and mitigation of
these attacks.

Figure 1: DDoS Attack [Clo23b]
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2 Background

2.1 Types of DDoS Attacks

There are several kinds of DDoS Attacks [Imp23]. The most common are listed
below:

2.1.1 Volumetric Attacks

This kind of DDoS attack floods the target’s network with a large amount of
traffic, consuming the available bandwidth and overwhelming the network.

2.1.2 Protocol Attacks

Another kind is a protocol attack, which exploits vulnerabilities in network
protocols, such as TCP/IP, DNS, or ICMP, to disrupt the target’s services or
infrastructure.

2.1.3 Application Layer Attacks

Application layer DDoS attacks focus on certain applications or services and
exploit vulnerabilities in the application layer to use up server resources or
disrupt the functionality of the application.

2.1.4 Reflective Attacks

Lastly, reflective attacks are when the hacker spoofs the IP address of the source
to make requests to servers that will respond with larger replies to the target’s
IP address, thus amplifying the attack traffic and making it harder to fight
against.

2.2 What Harm Do DDoS Attacks Cause

The primary harm DDoS attacks cause is disrupting the availability of services
or websites. By overwhelming the target’s resources, actual users are unable to
access the service or experience slow response times.

Businesses can experience financial loss from downtime due to DDoS attacks,
especially if they rely heavily on online operations for their revenue. In the
long term, frequent DDoS attacks can tarnish businesses’ reputations, causing
customers to lose trust in their ability to provide reliable services. For example,
in June 2023, Microsoft’s office suite—including Outlook and OneDrive—and
cloud computing platform were hit by DDoS attacks, leading to serious service
disruptions.
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3 Dataset

3.1 What Does the Dataset Include

This dataset [Tal23], which shares its feature set with IDS2017, IDS2018, DoS2017,
and DDoS 2019 CIC NIDS datasets, includes data from various kinds of DDoS
attacks, such as DrDoS, UDP, LDAP, NetBIOS, MSSQL, and many others. It
lists 80 features from over 400,000 DDoS attacks in order to provide a large
dataset.

Using pandas, the data analysis library of Python, I read the dataset into a
pandas data frame with its read csv() method. In this function, index col is an
optional parameter that specifies the column(s) to be used as the index of the
resulting data frame. By default, index col is set to None, meaning that a new
index will be created for the data frame.

Figure 2: Reading Dataset Into Pandas Dataframe

Figure 3: Listing of Top Five Rows

3.2 Analyzing the Dataset

This dataset originally has 80 columns (features). Some of the important fea-
tures and their significance is explained [Naj23] below:

Originally, the dataset contained 80 columns, including the flow duration,
total forward and backward packets, and the average packet length. In this
dataset, the label column is called “Class”, whose value is either “Attack” or
“Benign” and the remaining columns are the features. Some of the important
features and their significance is explained below:

3.2.1 Forward packet length mean (fw pkt l avg):

DDoS attacks generate a significantly higher volume of network traffic than
normal traffic. By calculating the mean forward packet length, you can identify
abnormal patterns where the average packet size deviates from the expected
behavior seen in normal traffic.
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3.2.2 Forward segment size average (fwd seg avg):

Some DDoS attacks involve packet fragmentation, where attackers split their
payloads into smaller segments to evade detection. Analyzing the forward seg-
ment size average can help identify unusually small or fragmented packets that
might be part of such attacks.

3.2.3 Initial forward window bytes (fw win byt):

The Initial Forward Window Bytes metric refers to the total number of bytes
sent from the client to the server during the initial connection establishment.
Unusually large values can be indicative of an attack, as DDoS attacks often
involve rapid and massive connection attempts to overwhelm the target server
or network. Some DDoS attacks, such as SYN flood attacks, involve flooding
the target server with a large number of connection requests. Monitoring the
number of bytes sent in the initial window in the forward direction can help
identify such flooding patterns and differentiate them from legitimate connection
attempts.
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3.2.4 Initial backward window bytes (bw win byt):

Some DDoS attacks involve asymmetric communication, where the attacker
sends large amounts of data to the server during the initial connection phase to
consume server resources and establish connections without intending to com-
plete them. Monitoring the Initial Backward Window Bytes in tangent with
the Initial Forward Window Bytes can help detect asymmetric communication
attempts.

3.2.5 Forward segment size min (fw seg min):

DDoS attacks often generate traffic with distinct characteristics compared to
regular network traffic. A significant number of small segments can be abnormal
behavior in the context of legitimate connections, making it a potential indicator
of malicious activity.
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3.3 Various Types of Attacks in the Dataset

I plotted the counts of various types of attacks (the column is called “Label”)
present in this dataset vs their names to see the spread of various DDoS attacks
using the matplotlib Python library.

Figure 4: Plotting Types of DDoS Attacks Against Their Count

3.4 Checking Imbalance in the Dataset

The next step I took involved checking for imbalances in the dataset. This
dataset is imbalanced towards malicious traffic with the ratio being 3:1 for
Attack as compared to Benign as shown in the plot below.
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Figure 5: Plotting Attack Versus Benign

4 Preparing the Dataset for Learning

Before machine learning, I dropped the unwanted feature called “Label” which
simply classified the type of attack each row belonged to.

Figure 6: Deleting Unwanted Feature

4.1 Label Encoding

Before the machine learning models can be used to train the dataset, the labels
need to be encoded. Label encoding is used to convert categorical (A string
variable consisting of only a few different values) columns into numerical ones
so that they can be fitted by machine learning models that only take numerical
data. It is an important data pre-processing step in a machine-learning project.
Here the label called “Class” is converted from having the values “Attack”
to 0 and “Benign” to 1 by using the LabelEncoder class from the scikit-learn
library. Then I separated the data into the features and labels and put them
into different arrays, called X and y respectively.
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Figure 7: Label Encoding [Chu23]

Figure 8: Columns in the Data Frame

4.2 Random Undersampling of Data

Since this dataset is imbalanced, this bias in the training dataset can influence
the machine learning algorithms, leading them to ignore the minority class en-
tirely. In our case, this would lead to ignoring benign data, which would lead
to an incorrect model. In order to mitigate this problem, I randomly resampled
the training dataset. The method I used is called random undersampling which
deletes some data from the majority category, leaving me with 97,831 rows, for
both the benign and DDoS types.
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Figure 9: Random Undersampling of Data [Bro21]

4.3 Scaling the Data

The dataset contains features of various dimensions and scales together. Differ-
ent scales of the features affect the modeling of a dataset adversely, which leads
to a biased outcome of predictions. So, it is necessary to scale the data before
modeling. To accomplish this, I used standardization, which is a scaling method
making the data scale-free by resizing distribution of values so that mean of ob-
served values is 0 and standard deviation is 1. I have used StandardScaler from
scikit-learn to do this on the randomly undersampled features array.

Figure 10: Scaling of Data [Kha21b]

4.4 Performing PCA on Data

Many datasets, like the one I am using for this paper, have many variables
or features, known as high-dimensional data. This can lead to computational
inefficiencies and difficulties in visualization. To mitigate this issue, I performed
Principal Component Analysis, also known as PCA. It can reduce the number
of dimensions while retaining the most important information, making data
more manageable and interpretable. This makes it an important tool for data
analysis, feature selection, and enhancing the performance of machine learning
algorithms. I performed PCA on the scaled dataset containing features using
the PCA class from the scikit-learn library.

Figure 11: Performing Principal Component Analysis on the Data [SK23a]
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I have tried retaining 90% of the variance in data using the PCA and deter-
mined the minimum number of features which would allow me to keep 90% of
variance in data.

Figure 12: Retaining 90% Variance on the Data [SK23a]

A common method for determining the number of features to be retained is
a graphical representation known as a scree plot. A Scree Plot is a simple line
segment plot that shows the eigenvalues for each individual feature or principal
component. For this dataset, using the scree plot, the number of features to
keep in order to retain 90% of existing variance in data comes out to be 20 as
shown below:

Figure 13
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Figure 14: Graphing a Scree Plot [SK23b]

Figure 15

4.5 Splitting the Data

Now, the data must be split into training and testing data; the training data
is used to fit the machine learning model so it can differentiate a DDoS attack
from benign, while the testing data is used to evaluate the accuracy of the fit
machine learning model. I called the train test split method of sklearn to split
the data into training and testing datasets. I decided on a 70/30 train/test split
because it gives enough data to train and test our model and ensures accuracy.
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Figure 16: Splitting the Data [Bro20]

5 Processing the Dataset

I used five machine learning models to train the dataset. The models used
included Logistic Regression, Random Forest, K-Nearest Neighbors, AdaBoost
and Decision Tree.

I created a common method called fit and score which takes each of the above
five initialized models and uses the scikit-learn method called “fit” to train each
machine learning model on the training dataset. I also used the method called
cross val score from the scikit-learn package which trains and tests a model over
multiple folds of your dataset (here number of folds is 10). This cross-validation
method provides a better understanding of model performance over the whole
dataset instead of just a single train/test split [All22].

Then I used the roc auc score function from the sklearn.metrics module that
calculates the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for
a model on the testing data. The ROC curve is a graphical representation of
the performance of a model as its discrimination threshold is varied. The AUC
(area under the curve) of the ROC curve is a measure of how well the model
can distinguish between the positive and negative classes. The y test stands for
the real values of y. Comparing them with the predicted ones helps determine
accuracy of the model [Clo23a].

Figure 17: Training the Dataset Using Various Models
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The salient features and why the above five machine learning models were
selected for DDoS identification are detailed below.

5.1 Logistic Regression

Logistic Regression provides interpretable results, as it estimates the relation-
ship between the input features and the probability of a DDoS attack occurring.
This transparency can be valuable for understanding the impact of different fea-
tures on the classification decision.

Logistic Regression is computationally efficient and relatively fast to train
and predict. It can handle large datasets without requiring significant compu-
tational resources.

Due to its simplicity and efficiency, Logistic Regression can scale well to
large-scale DDoS detection scenarios.

5.2 Random Forest

Random Forest is an ensemble learning technique that combines multiple de-
cision trees, reducing the risk of overfitting and improving generalization on
unseen data. This property can be beneficial in handling the diverse and com-
plex patterns often found in DDoS attacks.

Random Forest can rank the importance of features in the dataset, pro-
viding insights into which features contribute most to the distinction between
normal traffic and DDoS attacks. This information can be valuable for feature
engineering and selecting relevant features.

5.3 KNN

DDoS attacks can exhibit non-linear patterns in network traffic data. KNN is
a non-parametric algorithm, which means it can capture complex, non-linear
relationships between features and target classes, making it potentially effective
in detecting such patterns.

KNN can be used for anomaly detection since it classifies data points based
on the majority class of their k-nearest neighbors. In the context of DDoS
detection, attacks are often considered anomalies compared to normal network
traffic, and KNN can help identify these anomalies.

KNN is relatively easy to implement and understand. It does not require a
complex training process, making it suitable for quick prototyping and imple-
mentation.

5.4 AdaBoost

DDoS attacks can exhibit complex and non-linear patterns in network traffic
data. AdaBoost can combine multiple weak classifiers, typically decision trees,
to create a more powerful model capable of capturing complex relationships in
the data.
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AdaBoost assigns higher weights to informative features during training,
which can lead to better feature selection and focus on the most relevant features
for DDoS detection.

Similar to other ensemble methods, AdaBoost is adaptive and can adapt to
changes in the data distribution. This makes it suitable for handling dynamic
DDoS attack patterns.

5.5 Decision Tree

Decision trees can implicitly rank the importance of features in the dataset.
For DDoS attack detection, certain features or traffic characteristics might have
higher relevance in identifying attacks. Decision trees can identify these features
at the top levels of the tree, making it more efficient.

DDoS attacks often exhibit complex and non-linear relationships among var-
ious features, like traffic volume and packet rates. Decision trees can capture
these non-linear relationships by recursively partitioning the feature space into
regions that better differentiate between normal and attack traffic.

Using the common fit and score method, I calculated the accuracy as well
as ROC-AUC scores for each of the five supervised machine learning algorithms
mentioned above.

5.6 Calculating Accuracy

Accuracy is a metric that shows how a model performs across all classes. It
is useful when all classes are of equal importance. It is calculated as the ratio
between the number of correct predictions to the total number of predictions.

Figure 18: Formula for Calculating Accuracy [Doc23]

Figure 19: Accuracy Values for Various Models
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5.7 Calculating ROC-AUC Score

The ROC-AUC is the area under the ROC curve. It is the metric that is used
to measure how well the model can distinguish two classes. The score ranges
from 0.5 to 1, and the score being 1 is the ideal case where TPR (true positive
rate) is 1 and FPR (false positive rate) is 0, which means I correctly classify all
positives and negatives.

Figure 20: ROC-AUC Scores for Various Models

Comparing the ROC-AUC scores for the five models leads us to the real-
ization that the better option among these classifiers is Random Forest even
though all of them perform well. Bar graphs comparing their accuracies and
ROC-AUC scores are shown below:

Figure 21: Plot of Accuracy Values for Various Models
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Figure 22: Plot of ROC-AUC Scores for Various Models

5.8 Plotting ROC Curve

To investigate further, I used a ROC curve to evaluate the performance of all
five models.

Figure 23: Components of ROC Curve [Sch23]

ROC curves for the five machine learning models are displayed below. They
are all equally good in terms of the area under the ROC curve which is almost
1 for all of them.
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Figure 24: ROC Curve for Logistic Regression

Figure 25: ROC Curve for Random Forest

Figure 26: ROC Curve for KNN
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Figure 27: ROC Curve for AdaBoost

Figure 28: ROC Curve for Decision Tree
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5.9 Creating Confusion Matrix

Furthermore, I checked the effectiveness of the models using a confusion matrix.
It is a table with 4 different combinations of predicted and actual values.

Figure 29: Confusion Matrix [Nar21]

The lower the values in the false positive and false negative blocks, the better
the effectiveness of the model. The higher the values in the true positive and
true negative blocks, the better the effectiveness of the model.

Figure 30: Confusion Matrix for the Logistic Regression Model
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Figure 31: Confusion Matrix for the Random Forest Model

Figure 32: Confusion Matrix for the KNN Model
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Figure 33: Confusion Matrix for the AdaBoost Model

Figure 34: Confusion Matrix for the Decision Tree Model
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5.10 Creating Classification Report

I also evaluated the performance of these models using the classification report.
A classification report is a performance evaluation metric in machine learning.
It is used to show the precision, recall, F1 Score, and support of the trained
classification model.

The different metrics of a classification report are described as shown below:

Figure 35: Components of Classification Report [Kha21a]

Precision is the true positive divided by the sum of the true positive and
false positive.

Precision = TruePositives / (TruePositives + FalsePositives)
Recall is the true positive divided by the sum of the true positive and false

negative.
Recall = TruePositives / (TruePositives + FalseNegatives)
F1 score is two times the recall times the precision over the sum of the recall

and precision.
F1 score = 2 * (precision * recall) / (precision + recall)
The classification reports for the five supervised machine learning models

are:
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Figure 36: Classification Report for Logistic Regression Model

Figure 37: Classification Report for Random Forest Model

Figure 38: Classification Report for KNN Model
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Figure 39: Classification Report for AdaBoost Model

Figure 40: Classification Report for Decision Tree Model

The closer the values of precision, recall, and f1-score to 1, the better the
effectiveness of the model.

Finally, I evaluated the performance of all five supervised machine learning
models using the precision recall curve.
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Figure 41: Precision Recall Curve for the Logistic Regression Model

Figure 42: Precision Recall Curve for the Random Forest Model
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Figure 43: Precision Recall Curve for the KNN Model

Figure 44: Precision Recall Curve for the AdaBoost Model
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Figure 45: Precision Recall Curve for the Decision Tree Model

6 Conclusion and Further Analysis

I achieved 99% accuracy for all of the supervised machine learning models.
Overall, I recommend Random Forest over Decision Tree based on the confu-
sion matrix made from our dataset. As shown in Figures 18-45 above, I utilized
various performance indicators to compare the models, including confusion ma-
trices, precision recall curves, ROC curves, and ROC-AUC scores. The three
most commonly used performance indicators are accuracy, recall, and precision.
F1 score provided additional information on the model performance.

It must be noted that this study was conducted on various types of DDoS
attacks currently known. In the future, if new types of DDoS attacks emerge,
this analysis will have to be performed again as the new types may not be
detected that well using Random Forest. Additionally, my research shows that
supervised learning models are effective in identifying DDoS attacks, but they
need pre-labeled datasets and training, which is unavailable for not-yet-known
attacks.

Due to new types of DDoS attacks occurring every day, there are large differ-
ences between known and lab-based train datasets and real-time DDoS attacks.
This causes the false-negative rate to be higher than anticipated. Further re-
search is needed on accurately detecting DDoS attacks under real scenarios and
different types of test datasets.

Aside from conducting research to find the limitations of existing methods
and datasets, I propose that the focus should also be on developing new types
of DDoS attacks to anticipate potential future attacks.
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